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Oscar Wilde once described a cynic
as someone who knows the price of
everything, but the value of nothing. This is
perhaps an apt statement for the investment
management world at the moment, given
the fall-out from a host of new EU regulations
introduced under MiFID II on 3rd January 2018.
Asset managers are required by the MiFID II rules to
disclose more detail than previously about costs and
charges. These fees eat into the final return delivered
to investors. As well as publishing an ongoing charge
figure (OCF) for their running costs, asset managers must
also give estimates of their transaction costs for buying
and selling securities. The problem is that the new rules
permit asset managers to use different methodologies to
calculate estimates of transaction costs.
Results have varied widely, with some asset managers
supplying zero or even negative estimates for transaction
costs, while other funds carry estimated annual
transaction costs of up to 2 per cent. This has led to a
huge variation in perceived charges on funds
which were previously thought to be similarly costed.
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The main purpose of the new disclosure rules is a worthy
one, to provide greater transparency over the costs
of investing, however thus far it seems that the new
legislation is causing less clarity for consumers not more.

A relentless focus on costs from regulators has led many
investors to assume that the best way to maximize
investment returns is to seek out the lowest cost funds.
Whilst there is clearly logic in this approach, there are
flaws as well. If all funds had equal resources and were
expected to deliver the same investment returns, then
obviously, the fund with the lowest charges will deliver
the highest returns. The reality is quite different though,
whilst there are a huge number of expensive and poorly
performing funds, there are also very many funds that
provide consistently better returns, despite being more
expensive. Similarly, there are many poorly performing
funds with very low charges and vice versa.
The choices that people make when it comes to buying
cars is a good example of why lowest cost is not always
the right way to go. If as a car buyer you are looking for a
basic car to get you from A to B without frills, then
the Dacia Sandero is worth considering. It may not
have electric windows or adjustable seats, but with prices
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starting from £9,000, it’s hardly expensive. On the other
hand, the Audi A4 is a very refined car, offering comfort
and all the latest technology, but has a starting price of
£27,000. If you aren’t worried about the badge on the
front of the car, the Skoda Superb arguably offers you
the same specification as the Audi, but it will cost you
25% less. This is even more compelling when you
consider that Audi and Skoda are the same business
(both owned by VW) and use the same engines and
other components in their manufacture.
If cost was the overriding criterion, we would all be
driving the cheapest car. However, the reality is that
whilst cost is an important factor, it is only part of
the equation, other criteria such as comfort, speed
and safety are equally important.
The same is true when it comes to us choosing suitable
funds to invest in for our clients. Whilst we want to save
money where we can do, we need to consider investment
security, volatility and consistency of returns.
Our role as investment managers is to carry out ongoing
research to identify funds which have a proven track
record of delivering consistent market beating returns
and which can do so at a reasonable cost and do so
securely. Whilst past performance cannot be considered
as a definitive guide to future performance, it does
indicate a history of success which might be repeated
in the future. We must balance the potential rewards
of investing with a proven manager against the cost
of doing so. As the saying goes, you get what you pay for.
2018 started on a downward note with the first quarter
of the year offering very little in the way of positive news,
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but the Spring saw a turnaround in fortunes and markets
soared to new heights. Our view for the remainder of
2018 though is that investors need to be more selective
in the areas they invest into and prepare for an increase
in sporadic spikes both up and down.
The immediate result of the Italian election was a sweep
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The recent Italian election
is the freshest reminder of
how we need to remember
that Brexit isn’t the only
game in town, despite what
the UK media would have
us believe.

down across all markets across a 24 hour period, but
then markets as quickly picked up again. We have seen
similar trends following the US/North Korean political
rhetoric and whilst market data across the globe remains
supportive of continued growth, we expect more
frequent bouts of short, sharp market reactions.
With that in mind, we have scrutinised the lower risk
parts of our strategies. We have sold Emerging Market
Bonds and the Henderson Fixed Interest Monthly
Income Fund (FIMI), albeit for differing reasons. We
are concerned about the impact of Dollar movements
on Emerging Market Bonds. Historically, we have seen
quite major downward shifts in the sector when there
is heightened political uncertainty or economic policy
which could have knock on consequences for the Dollar
more widely. President Trump is engaged in a phase of
US domestic market stimulation, which is positive for US
industry, but negative for global trade. This in turn may
impact the Dollar which then causes sudden shifts in the
value of Emerging Market Bonds. They have been down
around 5% over the last six months and whilst they can
just as quickly recoup those losses, we feel that the risk is
too great for the role the fund performs in our strategies.
Selling out of the FIMI fund was a much harder decision.
Fixed Income is a sector in flux at the moment, as the
withdrawal of market stimulus (Quantitative Easing) and
the prospects of rising interest rates have made some
parts of the Fixed Income world much less attractive for
investment. The offset is a healthy yield, in the case of
FIMI, over 5% per annum, a yield which cannot be easily
replaced by alternative low risk assets. We still think
highly of the fund, but the recent MiFID II legislation
(highlighted earlier in this report) has required fund
managers to be much more explicit on the total costs
associated with running and trading their funds at their
end. These costs have always existed but have not
always been explicit. In the case of the FIMI fund, the
total quoted charges are much higher than many of their
peers and whilst it remains a favoured fund of ours, it
is hard to justify the increased cost of owning the fund
when compared to the Schroder High Yield Opportunities
fund, which also has excellent performance, but at a
much lower cost.
Cost for us has never been the number one factor when
making investment decisions, hence our bias towards
actively managed funds over passive index trackers, but
that doesn’t mean we are ambivalent to charges. Every
fund has to merit inclusion in the portfolios across a
range of factors, with cost being one of them.
In lieu of our reduction in Fixed Income allocation, we
have increased our allocation to Property. Property is
always a tricky one for us as we simply do not trust many
of the bricks & mortar commercial property fund houses.
That is not to say they are doing anything untoward, but
the last ten years evidences so many occasions where
property fund managers have promoted their funds to
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attract new monies, and have then taken in too much
capital, bought incongruously and ended up stuck when
market confidence wanes and investors seek their money
back. The consequence of that cycle has seen investors
trapped in property funds unable to access their monies
immediately and remaining investors hit with a “swinging
price”, which is simply the fund manager’s mechanism
for adjusting the price to penalise anyone attempting
to leave the fund. This pattern has existed since the
Financial Crisis, yet still investors pile into the Property
sector like lemmings hoping for a different outcome,
whilst the mildest market strain sees the same story play
out time and again.
For that reason, we are extremely selective about which
property funds we will support and the BMO F&C UK
Property fund is our favoured fund. The fund does not
advertise to win new assets, but focuses on its existing
investors and seeks to gradually build assets from
those same investors over time. The process is very
collaborative with Guy Glover, the fund manager,
in regular contact to discuss fund flows, potential
purchases and all aspects of the fund to ensure that end
investors understand exactly what is going on and what is
being bought.
He does not want vast swathes of money hitting the fund
as he focuses on quality purchases and thorough due
diligence. He is active in managing the properties through
the duration of their time in the fund and far from trying
to make a quick buck or buying panic assets, he aims to
maximise the value of each asset for as long as
possible by way of rent reviews and reliable tenants.
In addition to the UK Property fund, we have
purchased the BMO F&C Property Growth &
Income fund. This fund diversifies from the UK Property
fund, but offers a combination of bricks & mortar
commercial property and listed property assets. There
are other hybrid funds such as this one out there,
but this fund is lower volatility than many of its peers
and provides consistently strong returns as well. Both
Property funds are stable and well managed, who
avoid the antics I have described above.
The Property Growth & Income fund has around 26% in
bricks & mortar property and one recent purchase may
resonate with some of our Northamptonshire based
readers, since the fund recently completed on a 57,000
square foot industrial purchase in Earls Barton, which
was then let to Bunzl on a short lease that expires in
2020. The unit was acquired for £2.6m, with a net initial
yield of 7.5% and a capital value per square foot of £41.
Other local assets owned in the funds for some time
include a unit on the Lodge Farm Industrial Estate in
Northampton and also one in Daventry. The remainder
of the fund is invested across Pan European listed
property (e.g. property equities). The European exposure
does bring some risk, but names held within the listed
space include Faberge and Persimmon and so whilst the

managers cannot negate the risk entirely, the
portfolio list includes some high quality, stable names.
On the ethical side of things, we have sold our holding
in the Premier Ethical fund. This was a hard decision to
make as the Premier fund is a leading performer across
both ethical and non-ethical funds with competitive
performance returns, but coming back to the point on
costs, the Premier Ethical fund also quotes as one of
the more expensive overall. So again, we are left with
a decision on how much extra return investors receive
by accessing this fund versus a competitor. We believe
that the EdenTree Amity UK and BMO F&C Responsible
UK Growth funds offer strong returns, but with a darker
green ethical mandate. By this I mean that EdenTree
and F&C are renowned for their commitment to ethical
investing. Premier followed a clear ethical mandate, but
EdenTree and F&C are market leaders who are better
known for ethical investing than a more “mainstream”
investment management house like Premier. We
have also increased allocation to the EdenTree Amity
International fund.
EdenTree regularly produce Amity Insights, which are
essentially thematic reviews into the varying aspects of
socially responsible investing. One of their more recent
Insights surrounded the global water shortage threat,
quoting the World Economic Forum’s annual global risk
report which has placed water crises in the top three
global risks in terms of impact since 2012. EdenTree are
actively engaging with companies to address this threat
and see opportunity in what they deem to be a $600bn
water industry.
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According to EdenTree, the World Economic Forum suggests
that for every $1 invested, a return of 5.25% is generated.
Across both their UK, European and International
funds, EdenTree have investments in companies’
water conservation, accessibility and development that
stretches from technology sectors to the regeneration
of ageing infrastructure. Whilst sustainable investment
and corporate responsibility are becoming common
place across all of our investment funds, EdenTree
highlight the opportunities that arise from being
specialists in the sector and their investment ideas
may be more niche, but they are generating positive
returns for investors in stocks which may well be
considered mainstream in a decade’s time.
We have reduced our weightings to the US and Europe
across our portfolios. US stocks are seen by many as
being expensive at the moment and recent European
uncertainty in the form of Italy may bring added
benefits to this move to reduce our weightings, but
our view is that we feel there is a stronger argument
for growth across the Emerging and Asian markets at
the moment, compared to Europe and the US. Whilst
European valuations remain attractive, the region
continues to lag the US and UK in its recovery and the
Threadneedle European Select fund has been a staple
of our portfolios for many years, performing strongly.
However, we feel that we have additional exposure to
Europe via the likes of the Artemis Global Income fund
and so with the Marlborough European Multi Cap and
Blackrock Continental European Income funds becoming
core holdings, we have as much exposure as we are
comfortable with at the moment, resulting in us selling
out of the Threadneedle fund.
In terms of the US, we haven’t reduced our weighting
to our American funds, but we have sold out of the
Schroder Global Recovery fund, which had a significant
weighting to the US, thus reducing our allocation overall.
We remain firm believers in the Schroder Value team,
increasing our allocation to Recovery and Income, but the
Global Recovery fund has become increasingly correlated
to its UK counterparts with similar sector exposure in the
US. We may well revisit this fund in the years ahead, but
with global markets as they are, we feel that alternative
sectors offer greater certainty of returns. With that in
mind we have introduced the Schroder Global Equity
Income fund to our medium to higher risk income and
growth strategies. The Value team took over this fund
as recently as April 2018, having supported it for a
number of years. The fund engages in Schroders value
philosophy, has an excellent track record and offers
improved diversification with around 14% invested in
emerging markets and only 20% in the Americas, which
is an exceptionally low American weighting for a global
equity income strategy.
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In the Emerging and Asian markets, we have sold
the Jupiter Global Emerging Markets fund. The fund
has not been in our portfolios for long, however,
comparing cost to performance to peers, we have
decided to switch out until such time as perhaps the
management review its charging structure. An aspect
of the Jupiter fund we favoured was the relatively high
Indian exposure and so we have replaced the fund with
the Stewart Investors Indian Subcontinent Fund (see
Chart A). Longer term investors with us, may better
recognise this fund as the First State Indian Subcontinent
Fund. First State and Stewart split their business a couple
of years ago, although they continue to work closely
together. The fund management has not changed
since we previously owned it and they shut the fund
prematurely in 2012 citing concerns over their ability
to manage further assets in a relatively nascent stock
market. The fund reopened in December 2017 and we
feel that this is one of the few occasions where there is
merit in returning to the fund.
India did not enjoy a strong start to 2018 and so the
entry point to the market is advantageous. The Indian
subcontinent represents a quarter of the world’s
population and this percentage is increasing. The Indian
stock market continues to be highly valued, trading
on a Price/Earnings ratio of 22 times compared to the
Hang Seng trading on 12 times or the FTSE 100 on 14
times. The managers will not buy any stock at any price,
no matter that they seek quality holdings. There are
firms within India which they consider to be excellent
companies, but they will not invest because the price is
simply too high, such as Unilever India trading on a Price/
Earnings ratio of 65 times.
There are limited options for investment into Indian
specialist funds in the UK market, but a comparison
shows that the Stewart Indian fund offers the optimum
ratio of risk and reward compared to its peers.
The fund actively seeks family run businesses with
explicit, strong track records of stewardship and acting
in the best interests of its employees and surrounding
area. This thesis is shared by Glen Finegan, manager of
the Janus Henderson Emerging Market Opportunities
fund, who previously worked on the same team at First
State. Interestingly, one reason we have such conviction
in this fund and feel confident that it will be available
for the longer term lies in the fact that 75% of the fund
is invested in India, the remainder is invested in Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh, Cash and surrounding subcontinent
regions. This is unique amongst India-centric funds
and demonstrates that the fund managers are seeing a
breadth of opportunity in India, but also the less mature
stock markets as well.
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We have maintained our other Asian and
Emerging Market holdings, increasing our
exposure to China, which has been one of the
strongest performers over the past six months.
Geopolitical concerns in Latin America and
Russia have at times weighed on performance,
but to an extent this has been offset by the
rise in the oil price which has continued to rally
upwards of $70 per barrel, producing strong
returns in the JPM Natural Resources fund
(see Chart C). Despite recent market volatility,
the gold price has tracked downwards through
2018, thus justifying our decision to sell our
gold exposure last year.
Finally, we have increased our exposure to
UK equities. The UK remains largely unloved
amongst investors, a point increasingly being
made by fund managers. We have ticked up
our exposure over the past year and continue
to do so. The Jupiter UK Smaller Companies
fund has been a phenomenal performer since
we introduced it last year and the Schroder
funds have outperformed their peers as their
value approach has been rewarded (see Chart
B). The Marlborough Multi Cap Income fund
has occasionally lagged, but the manager has
recently visited us and nobody is more critical or
analytical of their performance than he is and so
we keep faith that the fund will pick up strongly
in the months ahead. In addition, we have
introduced the Blackrock UK Special Situations
Fund to our higher risk strategies.
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We have been analysing UK Mid Cap funds
as we don’t have specific exposure to the
market, although it is covered by our other
funds. We are not convinced by many of the
available options at the moment and so we
have selected the Blackrock fund which has
a mandate for at least 50% of the fund to be
in mid and small cap holdings. The fund has
had new management in recent years and
they have put a run of strong returns together
with a diverse approach to our existing UK
assets. We do not believe the UK is doomed
and consider much of the Brexit talk to be
overstated hypothesis. Whilst it is being sorted
out, we believe that investors are missing
out on strong returns from the UK domestic
market and from selected overseas earners
and we feel that the UK, Asia and the Emerging
World offer better prospects for growth over
the foreseeable future than the rest of the
world. Interestingly, both the UK and Emerging
World currently have ownership levels standing
at 2012 levels, despite their strong recovery.
This we believe, offers a slightly contrarian, but
credible fulcrum for future investment returns.

Past performance is no guide to future returns. The value of units can go down as well as up. Please note that pension fund and life fund performance differs from unit trust/OEIC performance due to the underlying difference in the taxation treatment.
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** The history of this unit/share class has been extended, at FE's discretion, to give a sense of a longer track record of the fund as a whole.
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